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DESCRIPTION
Using the Fanny Balbuk Yooreel documentary, booklet and Trail Map, students engage with 
the stories of Fanny Balbuk Yooreel and the emotions associated with them in times past and 
present. With these in mind, students then examine how emotions shape points of view and 
perspectives in history and how we understand and narrate the past, including Aboriginal 
experiences, cross-cultural relations and varied historical sources and knowledge systems. 
Students are also taught correct referencing practice as they engage in further research on 
these topics.

EQUIPMENT LIST
• Fanny Balbuk Trail Map.

• Computer and internet access for students.

• Internet access for Fanny Balbuk Yooreel documentary: https://youtu.be/bpnZYm2-_PY

• Fanny Balbuk Yooreel booklet.

• UWA Oxford Referencing style guide: http://guides.library.uwa.edu.au/c.
php?g=325241&p=2177430

• Printed worksheets for individual and group work.

• To extend their exploration of Aboriginal ‘political resistance’ and the enactment 
of political resistance through ‘civil disobedience’, students may like to study the 
Coolbarroo Club and the prohibited area of Perth city that was in force from 1927 to 
1954. A series of documents has been prepared and made available by the South West 
Aboriginal Land and Sea Council here: https://www.noongarculture.org.au/historical-
documents

OUTCOMES
Students should be able to:

• Display an understanding of 
Fanny Balbuk Yooreel and her 
significance in the Noongar 
community.

• Understand Fanny Balbuk 
Yooreel’s activities and 
experiences, their relevance 
to Noongar civil rights and 
how these impacted on future 
generations.

• Display an understanding 
of the role of emotions 
in shaping Aboriginal 
experiences and cross-
cultural relations.

• Display an understanding 
of the role of emotions in 
historical perspectives and 
sources.

Cultural Warning: Please be aware that this booklet includes images and names of people that may cause sadness or distress to 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.

http://guides.library.uwa.edu.au/c.php?g=325241&p=2177430
http://guides.library.uwa.edu.au/c.php?g=325241&p=2177430
https://www.noongarculture.org.au/historical-documents
https://www.noongarculture.org.au/historical-documents
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Year 11WA CURRICULUM LINKS
This table displays the direct or potential curriculum links that this resource has to the Western Australian Curriculum.  

Year 10

Knowledge and Understanding

Depth study 2: Investigating rights and freedoms (1945–the present)

• The background to the struggle of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples for rights and freedoms before 1965, including the 
1938 Day of Mourning and the Stolen Generations.

• The significance of one of the following for the civil rights of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples: 1962 right to vote 
federally; 1967 referendum; reconciliation; Mabo decision; Bringing Them Home Report (the Stolen Generations); the Apology.

• Methods used by civil rights activists to achieve change for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, and the role of one 
individual or group in the struggle.

Humanities and Social Sciences Skills

Questioning and researching

• Identify current personal knowledge, gaps, misconceptions, currency of information, personal perspectives and possible 
perspectives of others.

• Identify the origin, purpose and context of primary sources and/or secondary sources.

• Use appropriate ethical protocols, including specific formats for acknowledging other people’s information and understand that 
these formats vary between organisations.

Analysing

• Use criteria to analyse the reliability, bias, usefulness and currency of primary sources and/or secondary sources.

• Account for different interpretations and points of view/perspectives in information and/or data (e.g. from tables, statistics, 
graphs, models, cartoons, maps, timelines, newspapers).

• Analyse the ‘big picture’ (e.g. put information and/or data into different contexts, reconstruct information by identifying new 
relationships, identify missing viewpoints or gaps in knowledge).

Evaluating

• Draw evidence-based conclusions by evaluating information and/or data, taking into account ambiguities and multiple 
perspectives; to negotiate and resolve contentious issues; to propose individual and collective action in response to contemporary 
events, challenges, developments, issues, problems and/or phenomena.

• Critically evaluate information and/or data and ideas from a range of sources to make generalisations and inferences; propose 
explanations for patterns, trends, relationships and anomalies; predict outcomes.

Communicating and Reflecting

• Select a range of appropriate formats based on their effectiveness to suit audience and purpose, using relevant digital 
technologies as appropriate.

• Develop texts, particularly explanations and discussions, using evidence from a range of sources to support conclusions and/or 
arguments.

• Reflect on why all findings are tentative (e.g. the changing nature of knowledge, changes in circumstances, changes in values).
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Year 11
WA CURRICULUM LINKS
This table displays the direct or potential curriculum links that this resource has to the Western Australian Curriculum. 

Year 11 Modern History – ATAR    (Unit 1 – Understanding the Modern World)

Unit Content - Historical Skills

Chronology, Terms and Concepts

• Use historical terms and concepts in appropriate contexts to demonstrate historical knowledge and understanding.

Historical Questions and Research

• Formulate, test and modify propositions to investigate historical issues.

• Frame questions to guide inquiry and develop a coherent research plan for inquiry.

• Identify, locate and organise relevant information from a range of primary and secondary sources.

• Practise ethical scholarship when conducting research.

Analysis and Use of Sources

• Identify the origin, purpose and context of historical sources.

• Analyse, interpret and synthesise evidence from different types of sources to develop and sustain an historical argument.

• Evaluate the reliability, usefulness and contestable nature of sources to develop informed judgements that support an historical 
argument.

Perspectives and Interpretations

• Analyse and account for the different perspectives of individuals and groups in the past.

• Evaluate critically different historical interpretations of the past, how they evolved, and how they are shaped by the historian’s 

perspective.

Explanation and Communication

• Communicate historical understanding by selecting and using text forms appropriate to the purpose and audience. 

Historical Knowledge and Understanding

The Age of Imperialism 1848–1914

• With particular reference to one or more colonies, the methods and motivations of the colonisers; the experiences and responses 

of the colonised people; and the changes that occurred within the colony/colonies as part of imperial expansion.

• The significance of imperialism in this period, including the spread of Christianity; the growth of world trade and capitalism; and 

the growth of imperial rivalry and militarism.
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WA CURRICULUM LINKS
This table displays the direct or potential curriculum links that this resource has to the Western Australian Curriculum.

Year 11 Modern History – ATAR    (Unit 2 – Movements for Change in the Twentieth Century)

Unit Content - Historical Skills

Chronology, Terms and Concepts

• Use historical terms and concepts in appropriate contexts to demonstrate historical knowledge and understanding.

Historical Questions and Research

• Formulate, test and modify propositions to investigate historical issues.

• Frame questions to guide inquiry and develop a coherent research plan for inquiry.

• Identify, locate and organise relevant information from a range of primary and secondary sources.

• Practise ethical scholarship when conducting research.

Analysis and Use of Sources

• Identify the origin, purpose and context of historical sources.

• Analyse, interpret and synthesise evidence from different types of sources to develop and sustain an historical argument.

• Evaluate the reliability, usefulness and contestable nature of sources to develop informed judgements that support an historical 
argument.

Perspectives and Interpretations

• Analyse and account for the different perspectives of individuals and groups in the past.

• Evaluate critically different historical interpretations of the past, how they evolved, and how they are shaped by the historian’s 
perspective. 

Explanation and Communication

• Communicate historical understanding by selecting and using text forms appropriate to the purpose and audience. 

Historical Knowledge and Understanding

Recognition and Rights of Indigenous Peoples

• The nature of the relationship of Indigenous peoples with their land and their response to perceptions of, and feelings about, the 
arrival of the colonisers in Australia and one other society, for example, New Zealand, Canada, USA.

• The basis on which the colonists claimed sovereignty and imposed control, including conquest, treaty and the doctrine of ‘terra 
nullius’; and the consequences for the legal status and land rights of Indigenous peoples. 

• The nature of Australian government policies and laws and their impact on Indigenous peoples, for example, protection, 
assimilation (including the Stolen Generations), self-determination, the 1967 Referendum, the Woodward Royal Commission 
1973/74, the Mabo decision 1992, the Native Title Act 1993, the Wik decision 1996, the Bringing Them Home Report 1997, the 
Apology 2008.

• The role of individuals and groups who supported the movement for Indigenous recognition and rights, the methods they used and 
the resistance they encountered.

• The continued efforts to achieve greater recognition, reconciliation, civil rights and improvements in education and health.
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LESSON PLANS
These activities should be completed over a minimum of two lessons. However, more advanced classes that 
finish work quickly can use the worksheets as extension activities or homework.

LESSON 1 TIME
Total 50 minutes

FIRST ACTIVITY – CLASS DISCUSSION

• Class read the introduction on page 2 of the Fanny Balbuk Yooreel booklet to introduce students to who 
Fanny was.

10 minutes

DOCUMENTARY – FANNY BALBUK YOOREEL

• Students watch the documentary about Fanny Balbuk Yooreel.

• Students should take notes on the way that Noongar women narrate Fanny Balbuk Yooreel’s activities and 
experiences and identify why she is significant to the Noongar community.

30 minutes

SECOND ACTIVITY – LAND AND EMOTIONS

• Using the documentary, the notes they have written down and the Fanny Balbuk Yooreel booklet, students 
start answering the questions on the emotions and perspectives worksheet. *

*Completion of the worksheet combined with the extension activity can become a second follow-on lesson. 

10 minutes

EXTENSION OR EXTRA TIME ACTIVITY

• Students continue with the worksheet. They should be able to identify a minimum of four emotions and 
quotes to compare and contrast.

• Teacher facilitates a class discussion. Students share their answers from the worksheets and consider how 
the same historical events can result in the recording of such contrasting emotional experiences.
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LESSON 2 - POSSIBLE EXCURSION*
* While the lesson detailed below makes use of technology to experience the Fanny Balbuk Yooreel Trail Map, it would 
be preferable for students to experience the map and the emotions connected with it by walking the trail themselves. 
An excursion to walk the trail, as well as the activities outlined before and after the study of the map, could potentially 
fill an entire day.

TIME
Total 50–55 minutes

LEARNING REVIEW

• Teacher facilitates class discussion about the activities completed in the previous lesson. Students should 
be able to identify who Fanny Balbuk Yooreel was and how her life experiences and activities were 
connected to the early settlement of Perth city.

5 minutes

FIRST ACTIVITY – REFLECTION

• Ask students to consider the following questions and write down their answers:

  > Were you aware of Fanny Balbuk Yooreel before you watched the documentary?

  > Are you aware of the significance of certain sites in the Perth city area to Noongar culture?

  > Do you think that your understanding of history is shaped by particular feelings about this landscape 
and your family members? How do emotions and different points of view shape the way we understand 
history?

20 minutes

SECOND ACTIVITY – RESEARCH

• Give students the Fanny Balbuk Yooreel Trail Map and ask them to read through it.

• After students have gained an understanding of the purpose of the map, they need to find each location 
using Google Maps street view.

• As they find each location, they need to fill in the chart on their worksheet by identifying the emotions that 
are associated with this location and it’s significance to Fanny Balbuk Yooreel.

20–25 minutes

THIRD ACTIVITY – REVIEW

• Considering what they have learnt and experienced so far, students complete the questions and worksheet 
on emotions and Aboriginal experiences. *

*Completion of the worksheets combined with the extension activity can become a second follow-on lesson

5 minutes

EXTENSION OR EXTRA TIME ACTIVITY

Focus questions. These can be discussed as a class, in small groups or individually.

• Students revisit the questions that they answered at the beginning of the lesson and examine how and why 
their answers have changed after studying the Fanny Balbuk Yooreel Trail Map.

• How did the colonisers respond to Fanny Balbuk Yooreel? Where can you find evidence of this?

• Do you view Fanny Balbuk Yooreel as a resistance fighter? What kinds of stories and emotions from the 
documentary support this view?

• What kind of emotional and cultural legacy does Fanny Balbuk Yooreel have for the Noongar community? 
Do you think her experiences are similar to those of other Aboriginal activists campaigning for civil rights?
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LESSON 3 TIME
Total 50 minutes

LEARNING REVIEW

• Teacher facilitates class discussion about the activities completed in the previous lesson. Students should 
be able to identify who Fanny Balbuk Yooreel is and how she is associated with the landscape and early 
history of Perth city.

5 minutes

FIRST ACTIVITY – RESEARCH

• Students are given the Fanny Balbuk Yooreel booklet to read through.

20 minutes

SECOND ACTIVITY –  WORKSHEET

• Students fill in the emotions and historical sources worksheet using what they have learned about Fanny 
Balbuk Yooreel from the documentary, Trail Map and booklet.

• The initial questions require quite basic answers; they increase in complexity throughout the worksheet. 

15 minutes

THIRD ACTIVITY – INDEPENDENT RESEARCH AND REFERENCING

• In preparation for lesson 4, students begin to carry out their own research on Fanny Balbuk Yooreel.

• Students should use whatever resources are available to them to assist their research, BUT they should use 
the Fanny Balbuk Yooreel documentary, Trail Map and booklet as a starting point.

• Students need to fill out the referencing worksheet to provide evidence for each source they find. 
Referencing in the final column should follow the UWA Oxford Referencing style guide for reference lists. 
(http://guides.library.uwa.edu.au/c.php?g=325241&p=2177430)*

* Completion of the worksheets combined with the extension activity can become a second follow-on lesson. 

10 minutes

EXTENSION OR EXTRA TIME ACTIVITY

Focus questions. These can be discussed as a class, in small groups or individually.

• Critically evaluate two of the sources that you have access to on Fanny Balbuk Yooreel. What makes these 
sources useful? Whose voices and perspectives are represented in the sources and whose are absent?

• Do the emotions (or lack thereof) evident in your sources enhance their reliability and usefulness? How?

http://guides.library.uwa.edu.au/c.php?g=325241&p=2177430
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LESSON 4 TIME
Total 50 minutes

LEARNING REVIEW

• Teacher facilitates class discussion about the activities completed in the previous lesson. Students should 
be able to identify who Fanny Balbuk Yooreel was and how she is associated with Perth.

5 minutes

FIRST ACTIVITY – FURTHER INDEPENDENT RESEARCH AND CLASS DISCUSSION

• Facilitated by the teacher, students discuss the sources that they have already found on Fanny Balbuk 
Yooreel and where they have found them.

• Students then continue their research, making sure they complete the referencing sheet for each source 
they find.

20 minutes

SECOND ACTIVITY –  PRESERVATION PLANNING WORKSHEET

• Students use their existing knowledge and research on Fanny Balbuk Yooreel to complete the questions on 
the attached worksheet.

• Students then consider what they do not know about Fanny Balbuk Yooreel and her significance for the 
Noongar community, and what they could research further.

• Using these ideas, students generate three questions of their own to answer.

• The goal is for students to generate three questions that can then be researched by them or another 
student and presented to the teacher either as a written or oral assignment.

25 minutes

EXTENSION OR EXTRA TIME ACTIVITY

• Using the questions generated in the second activity, students expand on their current knowledge of Fanny 
Balbuk Yooreel through extensive research. The questions students endeavour to answer can be the ones 
they have created themselves or the questions that have been generated by a classmate. The answers to 
the questions are finally presented as either a written or oral assignment.



Emotion Connection to Fanny 
Balbuk Yooreel

Other quotes Compare and contrast
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Year 10

Year 11
Fanny Balbuk Yooreel – Emotions and Perspectives

Using the Fanny Balbuk Yooreel documentary and booklet, consider the kinds of emotions that Noongar 
women use to tell Fanny Balbuk Yooreel’s story. Compare and contrast these to other historical quotes, 
such as those from Daisy Bates and Henry Prinsep in the Fanny Balbuk Yooreel booklet. Do they share 
similar feelings about Fanny Balbuk Yooreel’s activities and experiences? Why do you think this is?
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Map Location Associated emotions and 

significance
How did this location make you 
feel?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Year 11Fanny Balbuk Yooreel, Emotions and Indigenous Experience

1. How do the feelings communicated by Noongar Elder women in the documentary shape how we 
understand Aboriginal experiences, both in the past and present?

2. What feelings did you experience while visiting different locations on the Fanny Balbuk Yooreel trail? Did this 
alter how you understand Aboriginal experiences?

3. What is the role of emotions in deciding how we remember the past and decide which histories we choose 
to tell?
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Fanny Balbuk Yooreel, Emotions and Historical Sources

1. Who was Fanny Balbuk Yooreel?

2. Where was Fanny Balbuk Yooreel from?

3. How do the Noongar Elder women in the documentary describe Fanny Balbuk Yooreel?

4. Why do you think they speak about her in this way?

5. How have Fanny Balbuk Yooreel’s actions influenced the lives of Aboriginal women? What evidence 
do you have of this? 

6. Who were some of the non-Indigenous people that Fanny Balbuk Yooreel had a relationship with?

7. Why are these relationships significant? What do they tell you about the way that Fanny Balbuk 
Yooreel was able to make friends and who she made friends with?

8. What kind of emotional, spiritual and practical relationship did Fanny Balbuk Yooreel have with her 
lands? What kinds of evidence have you found that supports this?

9. What kind of reaction did Fanny Balbuk Yooreel have to the way her lands were used by colonial 
settlers? How was it expressed in actions? What kinds of evidence have you found that supports 
this and how does it compare and/or contrast to your answer to the previous question?

10. How does an understanding of the emotional dimensions of historical experiences enhance our 
interpretations of the past? What effect do these emotional dimensions have on how we interpret 
historical sources?

11. In your view, what legacy has Fanny Balbuk Yooreel left in Perth today?
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Material Location Reference List

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Referencing Historical Sources

Using the UWA Oxford Referencing style guide to assist you (http://guides.library.uwa.edu.au/c.
php?g=325241&p=2177430) record the type of material you are referencing (book, website, 
document, etc.), where you found this source (book title and library, title of website, etc.) and the 
correct reference list/bibliography referencing for the source.

http://guides.library.uwa.edu.au/c.php?g=325241&p=2177430
http://guides.library.uwa.edu.au/c.php?g=325241&p=2177430
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Year 111. How do we think about a concept like Aboriginal resistance? 

2. Using your knowledge of Fanny Balbuk Yooreel’s acts of resistance or mediation between cultures, explain the role of                 
emotions in shaping cross-cultural understandings.

3. How does an understanding of emotions (both our own and historic) aid our interpretation of the past?

4. Do the emotional dimensions of a historical source play a role in shaping our own understanding of and feelings about history?

5. Can you find a connection between the actions and emotions of Fanny Balbuk Yooreel and other forms of Aboriginal resistance that 
occurred during the twentieth century? (For example, the Coolbarroo Club)

Using your existing knowledge and research skills, create three more questions that need to be addressed in relation to Fanny Balbuk 
Yooreel. You could consider:

• The emotions and perspectives of diverse people who had a relationship with Fanny Balbuk Yooreel.

• How the insights narrated, and emotions felt, by the Noongar community about Fanny Balbuk Yooreel continue to impact on the 
recognition and civil rights of Indigenous people.

• How the insights narrated, and emotions felt, by Noongar Elder women in relation to Fanny Balbuk Yooreel continue to impact on the 
recognition and civil rights of Indigenous women.

• Why there are so many varied accounts and feelings recorded in relation to Fanny Balbuk Yooreel and how these influence our 
understanding of her role in Perth’s history.

• The changes that occurred due to colonists in Perth during Fanny Balbuk Yooreel’s lifetime and their impact on the experiences of 
Fanny Balbuk Yooreel and other Indigenous women.

Question 1:

Question 2:

Question 3:



Emotions
Make
History


